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CharlesTaylorTrial.org (The Hague)
Saturday, 17 July 2010
Liberia: As Court Takes Break, News That Supermodel Testimony May Be Delayed
Alpha Sesay
As the trial of Charles Taylor moved into a week-long judicial recess today, news broke that the much
anticipated appearance by British Supermodel Naomi Campbell may no longer take place at the end of
July.
According to prosecution counsel, Nicholas Koumjian, Ms. Campbell planned to ask the judges to
reschedule her appearance and would soon put her request in writing. The judges, however, could not rule
on her request until after the judicial break.
Mr. Koumjian assured the court that Ms. Campbell's preferred date of testimony is close to the one
indicated in her subpoena (July 29) - and will likely take place before the current witness - former Sierra
Leonean rebel leader, Issa Sesay - leaves the witness stand.
Testimony by actress Mia Farrow and Ms Campbell's former agent, Carole White, will likely follow that
of the British supermodel. The three high profile women are set to testify about allegations that in 1997,
while on a visit to South Africa - and after a star studded dinner hosted by former South African president
Nelson Mandela - Mr. Taylor sent men to deliver rough diamonds to Ms. Campbell. Prosecutors suggest
that the rough diamonds were given to Mr. Taylor by Sierra Leonean rebels in the hope that the former
Liberian president would exchange them during his travels for arms and ammunition, which helped to fuel
the rebels' crimes during the conflict. Mr. Taylor has denied the allegations.
In Mr. Sesay's testimony as a witness for Mr. Taylor, the former Revolutionary United Front (RUF) leader
has denied that the RUF gave diamonds to Mr. Taylor, and dismissed as false allegations that Mr. Taylor
bought weapons and ammunition for RUF rebels.
Mr. Taylor's trial resumes on Monday, July 26, with Mr. Sesay again taking the witness stand.
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Toronto Sun
Saturday, 17 July 2010
Campbell postpones war crimes testimony

Naomi Campbell. WENN.COM
British supermodel Naomi Campbell’s testimony as part of an ongoing war crimes trial over a "blood
diamond" she was allegedly given by former Liberian president Charles Taylor has been postponed.
The beauty has become embroiled in a court case in the Netherlands involving Taylor, who has pleaded
not guilty to a series of charges, including murder, torture and terrorism, stemming from Sierra Leone's
1991-2002 civil war.
Prosecutors asked for Campbell to be subpoenaed to testify and she was scheduled to appear in court in
The Hague on 29 July.
The date has now been pushed back after Campbell requested a later hearing, but a spokesperson for the
Special Court for Sierra Leone says the new appearance "is not expected to be more than a few days
later".
If Campbell fails to appear in court, she could be sentenced to up to seven years in jail as punishment,
according to the subpoena.
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Voice of America
Sunday, 18 July 2010
Guinea Court Set to Rule on Disputed June Election
Peter Clottey 18 July 2010

Photo: AP

Local residents watch as
election workers count
presidential votes at an
outdoor polling station in
Conakry, Guinea (File Photo
- 27 Jun 2010)

The leader of Guinea’s New
Generation for the Republic
party told VOA he expects a
fair judgment ahead of the Supreme Court’s ruling on the 27th June presidential election, scheduled to be
delivered Monday.
Abe Sylla said there is a need for the entire Guinea population to respect and abide by the Supreme
Court’s ruling.
“As you are aware of, the vote was rigged and full of fraud. And, there were a lot of petitions that were
done by different leaders, and I hope that they (Supreme Court) will take all that into consideration. So,
I’m assuming they are going to make (a fair judgment),” he said.
Several political parties, including Guinea’s New Generation for the Republic party, petitioned the court
claiming the presidential election was fraught with irregularities and voter intimidation, a charge the
National Independent Electoral Commission (CENI) denies.
International poll observer groups that monitored the election, including the U.S-based Carter Center, as
well as the European Union, said the vote was fair despite logistical challenges.
But, political leader Sylla said there are expectations that the Supreme Court will rule using different
scenarios in its judgment.
“Three things they may talk about today; first is that, are they going to stand (by) the decision as it was
given to them (by the electoral body)? Second, are they going to eliminate one…that was already
prequalified? Third, are they going to annul the election? So, we will know the Supreme Court’s
decision,” Sylla said.
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Under Guinea’s constitution, the Supreme Court is expected to confirm the provisional results before the
two leading presidential candidates will contest in the election run-off which, was originally scheduled for
18th July.
But, the court postponed the run-off vote to allow it to adjudicate petitions of voter fraud claims by
several political parties that participated in the first round election.
Analysts say the 27th June vote was the first time Guinea’s National Independent Electoral Commission
has organized an election without an incumbent candidate.
Previous elections were judged to have been manipulated in favor of the ruling party and incumbent
president.
According to the electoral commission, about 77 percent of Guinea’s four million registered voters fully
participated in the vote.
Poll observers, who monitored the election, including ECOWAS observers, applauded the vote in a
country analysts say has been ruled by dictators since it gained independence from colonial power France
in 1958.
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United Nations

Nations Unies

United Nations Mission in Liberia (UNMIL)
UNMIL Public Information Office Media Summary
16 July 2010
[The media summaries and press clips do not necessarily represent the views of UNMIL.]

UN News in Liberia
UNICEF Embarks on Building More Schools
[The Informer]
•
•
•
•
•
•

The United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICF) has announced plans to shortly commence the construction of
90 schools in the country.
UNICEF-Liberia Country Representative Isabel Crowley made the disclosure at the start of the midterm
review of Government–UNICEF 2008-2012 Programme on Basic Education and Gender Equality.
Ms. Crowley noted that UNICEF has adopted a new plan of not just providing educational material support
to the Education Ministry but rather build structures in support of the programme.
According to her the new plan also focuses on access and gender equality in education with special focus
on girl’s education.
The UNICEF boss said a budgetary allotment of US$6 million has been appropriated to cover the period of
the project.
Ms. Crowley noted that additional support to the Education Ministry will also go to teacher training.

Local News on Liberian Issues
President Sirleaf Receives International Awards, US$500,000
[The Informer, Heritage]
•
•
•
•

President Ellen Johnson Sirleaf has received the Sorority and the International Service awards in the
United States.
President Sirleaf received the awards for her dedication and commitment in spending nearly 40 years in the
private and public sectors in the interest of human rights, youth and women empowerment in Liberia and
the United States.
nd
The President received the awards at the 102 bi-annual anniversary of the Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority
Incorporated.
President Sirleaf also received a check of US$500,000 from the group in support of the Omega market
project in Paynesville.

Deputy Speaker Office Comments on Flogged Police Status
[Heritage]
•
•
•
•
•
•

The office of deputy speaker Tokpa Mulbah has for the first time commented on the flogging of a police
officer on the alleged order of the Bong County lawmaker.
In a one-page statement, the deputy speaker’s office condemned the assault meted out against patrolman
Lexington Beh.
The statement also said deputy speaker Mulbah remains committed to the rule of law and welcomed the
investigation into the incident.
The statement also quotes the deputy speaker as expressing concerns to the family of officer Beh over the
reported assault.
It also called on the public to overcome sentiments and give chance to the investigation.
Meanwhile, the office of the deputy speaker has raised concern over the prolong detention of seven
persons reportedly picked-up from the deputy speaker’s residence.

LACC Recommends Prosecution for Ex-Police Chief, Others
[The Inquirer, The News, Heritage, In Profile Daily, New Democrat, The Analyst, Daily Observer]
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Liberia Anti-Corruption Commission (LACC) has recommended the prosecution of former Police
Inspector General Beatrice Munah Sieh-Brown.
The LACC wants Mrs. Sieh-Brown formally charged in connection with the alleged procurement of uniforms
and accessories valued over US$199,000.
The LACC said the uniforms and accessories were intended for use by the Emergency Response Unit
(ERU) of the Liberia National Police.
A release issued last evening also called for the prosecution of one Prince Akinremi, proprietor of the
Ultimate Investment and Holding Company.
The company is said to have won the bid to procure the police uniforms but has no record of Import Permit
Declaration from the Commerce Ministry and does not also have a pre-shipment record from the Bureau
Veritas Group of Company.
According to the LACC, investigation further revealed numerous irregularities surrounding the alleged
procurement of the uniforms which were never delivered.
The LACC has also recommended the prosecution of the former Police deputy commissioner for
administration Harris Dunn.

NEC, LMI to Hold Debate for River Gee Contestants
[The Inquirer, The Informer, Heritage]
•
•
•
•
•

The National Elections Commission (NEC) and the Liberia Media Initiative (LMI) have announced a debate
for the River Gee by-election.
A release issued said the debate for candidates of the River Gee Legislative by-election will take place in
the administrative seat of Fish Town, Saturday 17 July.
The LMI release said the debate will create the platform for the candidates as they outline their plans for the
leadership of River Gee County.
The Fish Town debate which is the first major partnership between the NEC and LMI will be conducted by a
team of moderators from the LMI headed by the entity’s executive director, John Kollie.
The LMI has meanwhile announced the launch of a new interactive townhall debate styled Ducor Debate
under its outreach programme, Seh-leh dor-won.

Star Radio (News monitored today at 09:00 am)
Flogging of Police Claims President Sirleaf‘s Attention
• President Ellen Johnson Sirleaf has asked all sectors of government to stay clear of the case involving
House deputy speaker Tokpa Mulbah and officer Lexington Beh.
• Acting Information Minister Jerelimik Piah said President Sirleaf wants the legal process to take its course
void of any interference.
• Acting Minister Piah said the President has vowed whatever comes out of the legal and judicial processes
will be upheld by government.
• Deputy Speaker Mulbah is accused of ordering the flogging of police officer Lexington Beh leaving him
unconscious.
(Also reported Truth FM, Sky FM, and ELBC)
Senate Opens Debate on Financial Autonomy Bill
• The Senate has begun debating a fresh version of the controversial draft Act seeking to establish a
financial autonomy of the Legislature.
• The debate followed the introduction of the draft Act before a Senate session in camera Thursday.
• The Presiding officer of session said the bill provides an opportunity for the Legislature to properly
implement its financial plan without hindrance.
• Gbarpolu Senator Daniel Naatehn said this means whatever budgetary allocation of the Legislature that will
be approved by the President will be disbursed in phases.
• According to Senator Naatehn, the financial autonomy bill is not just meant for the Legislature to control its
own budget but to reduce problem in voucher processing.
• Reports say similar financial autonomy bill passed by the Legislature in 2007 was vetoed by President Ellen
Johnson Sirleaf for constitutional violations.
• Meanwhile, discussions are underway at the Senate on the draft Act to establish a Legislative Budget
Office to analyze and administer national budgets.
• Also, the Senate has confirmed the adoption of a joint resolution outlawing the use of the 2008 census
report to set the threshold for constituency representation.
(Also reported Truth FM, Sky FM, and ELBC)
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House National Security Committee Concerned About SSS Alert
• The House Committee on National Security has expressed concern over a security alert issued by the
Special Security Service (SSS).
• The Committee said the SSS was in error to publicly state that Liberia’s security situation was not
favorable.
• The Committee chairman, Representative Saar Gbollie said the SSS does not have the authority to
comment on national security matters.
• Representative Gbollie said the alert by the SSS which was contained in a letter to the House was
intimidating.
• The SSS Tuesday wrote the House warning of strict jacket security measures to protect the President
during the July 26 celebrations in Nimba.
• In the letter, the Presidential guard force said the measures are a result of what it considers the security
situation not been favorable.
Deputy Speaker Office Comments on Flogged Police Status
NEC, LMI to Hold Debate for River Gee Contestants
LACC Recommends Prosecution for Ex-Police Chief, Others
LUP Faction to Field Candidate for President
• The John Cooper faction of the Liberia Unification Party (LUP) says it is considering fielding a candidate in
the 2011 presidential election.
• The party’s leadership said it is scouting for a candidate acceptable to all Liberians irrespective of tribal,
geographic or political background.
• The chairman of the party John Cooper said LUP has reclaimed its Camp Johnson Road headquarters and
was strengthening its position nationwide.
• Mr. Cooper dismissed reports that his faction of the party was planning to crossover to the three-party
merger led by the ruling Unity Party.

Radio Veritas (News monitored today at 09:45 am)
President Sirleaf Holds High-Level Security Meeting
• Reports say the Commander-in-Chief of the Armed Forces of Liberia, Mrs. Ellen Johnson Sirleaf has been
holding a special meeting with top security officers at her Foreign Ministry office.
• Heads of various security agencies are said to be attending the meeting.
• It is not clear what may have sparked up the emergency security meeting but it comes few days after the
Special Security Service (SSS) announced that the current security situation in the country was not
favorable.
• The SSS also said it would institute “straight jacket security measures” on lawmakers during the July 26
Independence celebrations.
President Sirleaf Receives International Awards, US$500,000
ELWA Hospital Rubbishes Media Reports
• The Administration of the ELWA Hospital in Paynesville has termed as false and misleading media reports
that the hospital lacks drugs to carryout effective duties.
• According to Rev. Freeman Garway transferring patients who are under some critical conditions to another
hospital is normal and is in no way an indication that the hospital lacks medicine.
• Rev. Garway noted that the hospital has been providing quality services over 30 years and the condition of
the hospital is bound to improve since its establishment.

International Clip on Liberia
Naomi Campbell testimony in Hague postponed
Reuters
Supermodel Naomi Campbell has requested a later date for her testimony in the trial of former Liberian President
Charles Taylor, a spokesman for the Special Court for Sierra Leone said on Friday. Prosecutors want Campbell to
testify over a "blood diamond" they allege Taylor gave her. She was due to appear in court July 29 and the
spokesman said the new date "is not expected to be more than a few days later." The prosecution has said
Campbell could provide material evidence to rebut Taylor's claims that he never possessed rough diamonds. They
accuse Taylor of taking diamonds to South Africa to buy weapons, which he denies. In January, they said that
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during a visit to South Africa in 1997 Taylor gave Campbell a large rough cut diamond after a dinner hosted by
Nelson Mandela. On trial in The Hague, Taylor denies all 11 charges of instigating murder, rape, mutilation, sexual
slavery and conscription of child soldiers during wars in Liberia and Sierra Leone in which more than 250,000
people were killed.

International Clips on West Africa
Guinea
Guinean election watchdog pledges reliable presidential runoff
APA
The Guinean Independent National Electoral Commission (INEC), which is now assailed with fierce criticism from
the unsuccessful presidential candidates, plans to redress the presidential runoff to avoid the many flaws reported
on 27 June. Following the announcement of the provisional results of the June 27 presidential poll, many political
parties, disappointed with their score and ranking, alleged some electoral rigging, the disappearance or stuffing of
ballot boxes. For instance, red-clad supporters of the third ranked candidate, Sidya Toure (15% of the votes), took
to the streets of Conakry to voice out their discontent. They demonstrated and even uttered offensive statements
against the interim president, Sekouba Konate. Sidya Toure questioned the neutrality of the electoral watchdog and
the transition President, Sekouba Konate who had threatened to resign but changed his mind later, under a great
national and international diplomatic pressure. Twenty-one among the 24 presidential candidates tabled appeals at
the Supreme Court which is expected to announce the final results of the 18 July run-off, a day after the results
were announced.

Lansana Conte’s Son freed from prison in Guinea
www.newstimeafrica.com
The government of the West African state of Guinea has released the son of former president Lansana Conte, who
has been held in prison for the past 17 months on accusations of narcotics trafficking and named by the United
States as a drugs kingpin. “Ousmane Conte was freed last night. He is at home,” an associate of Conte who
declined to be identified told the press. Sources within the country’s police force also confirmed Conte’s release.
Conte, whose father ruled Guinea for 24 years until his death in December 2008, was arrested two months later by
the junta that came to power. The army officer confessed to being involved in the drugs business but said he was
not a ringleader. The American President Barack Obama in June named Conte as one of five individuals suitable
for sanctions such as asset freezes under the U.S. Kingpin Act targeting foreign drug traffickers.
Alpha Conde gets support in Guinea's presidential run-off
Xinhua
At least 12 candidates who lost in Guinea's first round of presidential elections on June 27 have decided to form an
alliance to support Alpha Conde in the run-off against Cellou Dalein Diallo, the front runner. "By July 14, 2010, the
number of candidates who, together with their respective supporters, have openly accepted the results of the first
round and decided to support Alpha Conde during the second round of the presidential elections, are about 15,"
Ousmane Kaba, who was a candidate for the PLUS party, told the press on Wednesday night. According to Kaba,
who was designated as the coordinator of this alliance supporting the candidate of the Rally of Guinean People
(RPG), for the moment, 12 have officially declared their support. They include Francois Louceny Fall, Ousmane
Kaba, Hadja Saran Daraba Kaba, Jean Marc Teliano, El Hadj Bouna Keita, Mamadou Diawara, Ibrahima Kassory
Fofana, El Hadj Mamadou Sylla, Alpha Ibrahima Keira, M'Bemba Traore, Joseph Bangoura and Abraham Boure.
All are candidates for the "small political parties" and they all received less than 5 percent of votes cast during the
first round. The other contenders who got more than 5 percent of the votes cast including Sidya Toure, Lansana
Kouyate and Papa Koly Kourouma have not yet taken sides in favor of any candidate.
Ivory Coast
Africa looks to vast forests for carbon credit
Reuters
They inhabit a polluted part of Ivory Coast's main city with few jobs and a swelling population, but residents of
Abidjan's slums have a rare respite: a stretch of pristine rainforest. From their wooden shacks and unpainted
concrete houses by motorways on the edge of Banco National Park, the millions who live in north Abidjan need no
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lesson on its worth. "This forest is a great thing," said textile worker Sebastien Coulibaly, 35, in front of the skyscraping green mass of vines and broccoli-shaped trees. "It helps us to breathe better -- we live at ease because of
it. Sometimes we walk our children there. We must protect it, because our planet will be nothing without forests."
Logging, farming and armed conflict still threaten Africa's jungles, which include the Congo Basin, the world's
second largest after the Amazon, but analysts are hopeful. A new global study on illegal logging by London's
Chatham House think-tank Wednesday found that it had halved in Cameroon, once one of the worst sources of
illicit timber, since 2002, a decline of twice the global average.
Three Ivory Coast Journalists Arrested Over Corruption Article
www.freemedia.at
Police in the Ivory Coast have arrested three journalists on charges of stealing secret documents about a judicial
inquiry into corruption in the country’s Coffee and Cocoa Bourse. Le Nouveau Courrier on Tuesday reportedly
carried as its front page story an article detailing the contents and results of a report on the ongoing investigation
into the graft allegations. Authorities on Tuesday arrested the editor, managing editor and director of publications at
the newspaper and accused them of stealing judicial documents. According to local media, the police asked the
journalists for the source of the documents, which they refused to divulge. The public prosecutor had said that the
journalists would be held for the legal maximum of 48 hours for questioning and would be charged today. Over
twenty officials from the Coffee and Cocoa Bourse were arrested in 2008 after a sweeping investigation into alleged
widespread corruption in the government body. They were charged with embezzlement, breach of trust,
misappropriation, swindling, and forgery in private companies and banking; most of them remain in prison pending
trial. Although Ivory Coast law does not permit criminal penalties or pre-trial detention for journalists, for publishing
offences, the theft of secret documents carries a prison sentence.
Sierra Leone
Sierra Leone says China mine deal to kick-start economy
Reuters
Chinese firm Shandong Iron & Steel's $1.5 billion deal this week to buy a stake in an iron ore mine in Sierra Leone
has the potential to transform the West African country's economy, its mines minister said on Friday. The cash
injection from Shandong's purchase of 25 percent of African Minerals (AMIq.L: Quote) Tonkolili project will help
finance building a mine that produces an initial 10 million tonnes of iron ore per year, employing thousands of Sierra
Leoneans and providing much-needed government revenue. "For too long Sierra Leone has been described as a
country with rich mineral resources, but ... it has demonstrated no impact on our economy, instead we have
continued to regress and remain poor, but this time the government is determined that progress must be achieved,"
Mines Minister Alpha Kanu told Reuters in a telephone interview. While many mining firms are exploring in Sierra
Leone and elsewhere in Africa, it is large-scale commitments like this, and like the billion-dollar iron ore deals
signed in neighbouring Guinea this year, that give governments the income they need to rebuild ruined economies.
****
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Voice of America
Saturday, 17 July 2010

Rwanda Tribunal Lawyers Denounce Killing of One of Their Own
Nico Colombant
An association of lawyers working at the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda has denounced the
recent killing of one of their colleagues. They also expressed grave concern at the series of murders,
arrests and assassination attempts in the run-up to Rwanda's presidential election next month.
The statement by a collective of defense lawyers at the Tanzania-based tribunal for Rwanda, known by its
acronym ICTR, was released following the killing of law professor Jwani Mwaikusa earlier this week near
his home in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania.
The head of the association, American lawyer and law professor Peter Erlinder, told VOA Mwaikusa had
been very active at the tribunal. "Professor Mwaikusa had been successful in preventing a number of cases
from being transferred from the ICTR to Rwanda and he also had recently completed a trial in which he
announced he was going to be filing an appeal," he said.
Mwaikusa had said the trials would not be fair if they were held in Rwanda.
Erlinder himself was recently jailed for nearly a month in Rwanda on charges of challenging the
government's official history of what happened during the 1994 genocide, after trying to represent an
opposition leader who was also jailed on genocide denial charges.
The statement calls for an independent investigation of the Mwaikusa murder, as well as guarantees from
the United Nations Security Council to ensure the safety of the tribunal's defense lawyers.
Erlinder also said evidence necessary to defense teams is being withheld at the tribunal, and he called for
fully disclosing evidence of crimes committed in Rwanda in 1994 by both the former government and
current leadership.
"We have a situation where the entire defense at the ICTR is finding itself in a situation where it is very
hard to do its work," he said.
The statement by the lawyers said they were afraid Mwaikusa's murder was not isolated. It followed last
month's assassination attempt against a former ally turned opponent of Rwandan President Paul Kagame
in South Africa, the killing of a journalist in Kigali who was investigating the assassination bid, and the
near decapitation of an official from Rwanda's opposition Democratic Green Party, who was found dead
near his car earlier this week near the southern town of Butare.
Rwandan authorities have denied any link between the series of murders and attacks and the upcoming
election, saying those who insinuate a crackdown is taking place are in their words "frustrated" politicians.
Mr. Kagame, who led the Uganda-backed ethnic minority Tutsi rebellion that took over Rwanda from its
Hutu-led government after the genocide, was elected in 2003 with more than 95 percent of the vote. He
has expressed confidence he will be re-elected in August.
Rwandan police say they arrested a man in connection with the killing of the opposition leader, saying he
was a businessman connected with the Green Party.
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Several suspects have been arrested in the case of the journalist.
But there is growing international pressure on Rwanda's government to clarify the situation.
U.N. Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon has called for a full investigation into the deaths of the journalist
and the opposition leader.
Meanwhile, Spanish Prime Minister Jose Luis Rodriguez Zapatero recently called off a planned meeting
with Mr. Kagame, after protests by Spanish human rights groups.
In Spain, a case is pending against dozens of current and former Rwandan officers who have been indicted
on charges of genocide and crimes against humanity for alleged reprisal killings during and after the 1994
genocide, in which hundreds of thousands of people, most of them ethnic Tutsis, were killed.
Spanish law allows its courts to prosecute crimes against humanity even if those crimes took place
elsewhere.
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Aljazeera
Thursday, 15 July 2010
Former child soldiers lack support
By Andrew Wander
Former child soldiers exposed to brutal episodes of warrelated violence face a range of psychological and
emotional problems that are often left untreated when
they leave military service, experts have found.
An estimated 250,000 children around the world are
forced to fight as soldiers in conflicts, where they are
subjected to a range of traumas including physical and
sexual abuse, torture and mass killings.
Two studies, which are to be published next month in the
journal Child Development, explored how such children 250,000 children around the world are thought
to be serving as soldiers, experts say. [AFP]
adjust to life in peacetime and found that many of them
suffer serious emotional and behavioural problems that are rarely treated.
One study focused on Uganda, where an estimated 25,000 children and adolescents have been forcibly
recruited into the Lord's Resistance Army, an armed group that began a bloody war against the Ugandan
government in 1987.
It found that former child-soldiers who fought with the group exhibited a range of problems long after
leaving the battlefield, and that there was little infrastructure in place to deal with the problem.
Behavioural problems
According to the study, carried out by researchers from the University of Hamburg, almost half the 330
children surveyed had killed someone and more than a quarter had been raped during their time as
soldiers.
The researchers found that after leaving the armed forces, a third of the children exhibited signs of posttraumatic stress, more than a third were depressed and over half had behavioural problems.
The figures indicate an urgent need for rehabilitation in the country, the researchers said, pointing out
there is just one psychiatrist in Uganda for every 1.3 million people.
The study also found that the overwhelming majority of former child soldiers face continued violence
after they return home, with 90 per cent of those surveyed reporting abuse including caning, burning and
rape after leaving the military.
Nivi Narang, director of campaigns at the charity War Child UK, which helps 1,400 former child soldiers
in Uganda, said that funding was a major problem for many rehabilitation programmes.
"There is just not enough funding," she says. "The kind of funding that is available is just not suitable. We
try to get them back into education- it's really important."
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Rejected by community
A separate study, carried out in Sierra Leone, found that the extent to which children can recover from the
horrors of conflict zones depended largely on the treatment they received after returning home.
Researchers from Harvard University concluded that children who were returned to communities where
they were accepted and not isolated from their peers fared better than those who were forced to drop out
of school.
"There’s a lot to do in
terms of cultural
attitudes,"
Nivi Narang, director of
campaigns, War Child UK

But the study concluded that children who had been through extremely traumatic episodes exhibited
lasting symptoms of psychological disturbance that required far more intensive rehabilitation support.
"Witnessing general war violence, although very common, didn't have a strong effect on the children's
psychological and social adjustment over time," said Theresa Betancourt, the child health and human
rights expert at Harvard who authored the study.
"In contrast, the effects of experiencing rape and wounding or killing others were longer lasting," she said.
Both studies found that post-conflict support for former child soldiers was severely lacking in the
countries it is needed, and warned of "broader consequences for society" as a generation of war-damaged
children reach adulthood with such limited support.
It is a concern that has long been recognised by charities working in the field.
"There's a lot to do in terms of cultural attitudes," Narang said. "If children come out and they have no
means of getting a job, no means of getting back into education, and are rejected by their families, they
will go back to the army.
"It's the only family they know. It's a potential trigger for conflict."
The studies were the first scientific research to focus on the psychological impact of conflict on child
soldiers, despite them being used in at least 86 countries around the world.
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Aljazeera
Monday, 19 July 2010
Jem to sign 'child soldier' deal
The Justice and Equality Movement (Jem), a Sudanese rebel
group, has agreed to sign a landmark deal with the United
Nations on the protection of children caught up in the Darfur
conflict.
The conflict in Sudan's troubled western region has resulted in
death and destruction, with groups like the Jem battling
government troops over alleged discrimination by the
government in Khartoum.
The Centre for Humanitarian Dialogue, which brokered the
agreement, on Monday said in a statement: "As part of the
agreement, the Jem commit to taking all steps necessary to
ensure the protection of children in Darfur."

Unicef estimated in 2008 that there were
around 6,000 child soldiers in Darfur alone [AP]

"Unicef will have unimpeded access to all Jem locations to verify compliance with the agreement and the Jem will
promise to designate a senior official as the focal point overseeing the agreement's implementation."
Nils Spain, the Unicef country director for Sudan, will attend the signing ceremony in Geneva on Wednesday, while
the Jem delegation will be led by Suleiman Jamous, the group's humanitarian co-ordinator, and Ahmed Hussein,
Jem's spokesman.
Kastberg hailed the move as a "valuable precedent which we hope all parties to the Darfur conflict will follow".
Among key issues surrounding children in Darfur is the use of child soldiers, with all parties of the conflict having
been accused of recruiting minors for combat.
'No child soldiers'
Unicef estimated late in 2008 that there were around 6,000 child soldiers in Darfur alone, with the youngest just 11
years of age, while most were aged between 15 and 17.
Anyone under 18 is considered a child under international and Sudanese law. However, in many tribal cultures, they
are viewed as adults after puberty. Dennis McNamara, the mediator of the deal, noted that under the agreement, if
UN officials were to "find children in military areas, or in conflict areas, they will arrange for them to be removed".
Al Jazeera's Mohamed Adow reporting from Khartoum, said: "The details of this agreement are coming at a time of
increased hostility between the Sudanese government and Jem.
"The agreement was met with anger from the country's deputy minister of information who said it was illegal and
Unicef's move to sign the deal with Jem is tantamount to giving the rebel group what he termed undue legitimacy,"
Adow said.
Meanwhile, the Darfur armed group has insisted that "there are no child soldiers in Jem" and that the agreement
goes beyond the issue of children in conflict to the welfare of children such as education. "The signing of this
agreement does not mean that Jem has recruited child soldiers. This is not true," Hussein, the Jem spokesman, told
AFP news agency.
"We are taking this as an initiative of goodwill, we want to lead and set an example," Hussein said.
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CNN
Thursday, 15 July 2010
Court orders release of Congolese militia chief
By the CNN Wire Staff
(CNN) -- Judges at the International Criminal Court have ordered the release of a Congolese militia chief
who used child soldiers in the Democratic Republic of the Congo's civil war.
Sonia Robla, a court spokeswoman, said the decision was rendered Thursday after the prosecution refused
to identify the identities of two witnesses during proceedings last week in the case of Thomas Lubanga
Dyilo.
Lubanga has been accused of conscripting children under the age of 15 into the Patriotic Forces for the
Liberation of Congo and "using them to participate actively in hostilities in Ituri, a district of the eastern
province of the Democratic Republic of the Congo." The activity is for the period between September
2002 and August 2003.
Last week, she said, judges asked the prosecution to release the names of two witnesses. But citing a
threat to the security of the witnesses if they disclosed the identities, the prosecution refused. Robla said
the judges then imposed a stay of proceedings and ordered Lubanga's release Thursday.
Lubanga won't be freed "immediately" because there are five days in which the prosecution can appeal the
decision.
"If it is filed, there won't be a decision on the appeal for about a few weeks," Robla said.
"Even if the appeal is rejected, Mr. Lubanga's release can only take place when the necessary
arrangements are in place to transfer Mr. Lubanga to a state that will receive him, which could take weeks
or months."
Lubanga's trial was the first launched by the International Criminal Court at The Hague in the Netherlands
last year.
"Lubanga's armed group recruited, trained and used hundreds of young children to kill, pillage and rape.
The children still suffer the consequences of Lubanga's crimes. They cannot forget what they saw, what
they suffered, what they did," ICC chief prosecutor Luis Moreno-Ocampo said as the trial opened.
Lubanga pleaded not guilty.
The ICC, which was launched in 2002, was formed to try "persons accused of the most serious crimes of
international concern," namely genocide, crimes against humanity and war crimes.
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Aljazeera
Saturday, 17 July 2010
Prosecutor appeals Lubanga ruling
Prosectors at the International Criminal Court have
appealed an order to free Thomas Lubanga, a militia
chief from the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC),
after his trial was suspended.
The court, based in The Hague in the
Netherlands, ordered his release on Thursday, after the
court ruled prosecutors failed to identify a key witness.
Luis Moreno-Ocampo, the chief prosecutor, appealed the
court's decision on Friday in order to keep
Lubanga behind bars until judges decide if the appeal has
merit.

Lubanga faces charges of enlisting and
conscripting child soldiers to fight in the DRC
[AFP]

The court ruled on Thursday that Lubanga's detention was no longer fair, because the trial had been
suspended due to the issue of identifying witnesses.
Last week, the court suspended his trial and criticised the chief prosecutor for abusing court processes and
ignoring the judges' orders.
Security concerns
Moreno-Ocampo remained adamant on Friday that he would not release the name of an intermediary to
Lubanga's defence team until security concerns were addressed.
"The prosecution prefers to lose the case rather than to threaten the life of a person," Moreno-Ocampo
said.
He said he would release the name "as soon as protection is in place".
Lubanga is accused of enlisting and conscripting children younger than 15 for his Union of Congolese
Patriots, to kill members of a rival tribe in the 1998-2003 war in the Democratic Republic of Congo.
He has pleaded not guilty and described himself as a politician, not a warlord.
The ICC is also trying other accused Congolese warlords for crimes committed during the fighting in the
giant, resource-rich African country.
Lubanga's trial resumed in January, six months after prosecutors finished presenting their case.
His defence has argued that the child soldiers who testified against him made up their stories.
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Business Day
Monday, 19 July 2010
http://www.businessday.co.za
‘No anti-African bias’ at International Criminal Court
FRANNY RABKIN
CLAIMS that the International Criminal Court was primarily and selectively targeting Africa were “troubling” but
“did not bear scrutiny”, Chief Justice Sandile Ngcobo said on Friday.
The court, formed in 2002 under the Rome Statute, was
denounced by the African Union when its prosecutor, Luis
Moreno-Ocampo, issued an arrest warrant for Sudan’s President
Omar al-Bashir for atrocities committed in Darfur. Commentators
questioned why all the ICC’s investigations and cases were
African.
Chief Justice Sandile Ngcobo. Photo: The Times
It was also argued that the warrant would derail the fragile peace
process in Sudan.
But Chief Justice Ngcobo said “abuses committed in sub-Saharan Africa have been among the most serious, and
this is certainly a legitimate criterion for the selection of cases.” In many cases, he said, the ICC is involved in
African affairs “at the invitation of the states themselves”.
Of the five “situation countries” targeted by the ICC for action, the cases of three of them — the Democratic
Republic of Congo, Uganda and the Central African Republic — had been referred to the ICC by the governments
of those countries.
Justice Ngcobo said the governments of these countries were “aware of their international obligations” and had
invited the ICC “with full knowledge of the ramifications.”
He said Kenya had also signed the Rome Statute into its domestic law “with full knowledge of the potential
consequences, including the possibility of investigation by the prosecutor”. Political violence that took place in
Kenya after that country’s election in 2008 is the subject of an ICC investigation, but not at the request of its
government.
The chief justice was speaking at a conference on the future of international criminal justice in Africa at the
University of the Witwatersrand.
International criminal justice was “crucial to the preservation of peace and the attainment of justice,” he told his
audience.
The existence of arrest warrants for leaders suspected of war crimes, he said, did not necessarily preclude peace
talks. Nor did ignoring justice necessarily benefit the peace process.
Moreover, pursuing international criminal justice could lead to enhanced domestic law enforcement —
strengthening the rule of law which was “key” to long-term stability.
But, he said, he recognised that it was “perhaps too early to draw any firm conclusions about the ICC’s legacy in
countries where investigations are ongoing”.
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